Unipro UniStop
The Simple Stop Watch
Unipro UniStop - an effective timing tool, right at
your fingertips.
The basic functions are easy to use
In the development of Unipro UniStop, it has been
an important issue, that the basic stop watch
functions should be very easy to use.
With Unipro UniStop you have direct access to four
lap buttons and four split buttons.
With the large graphic display you can read all
information in plain text in your own language.
Operated from simple menus without getting a
headache.
If you wish more advanced features, check out
Unipro UniWatch with built-in infrared temperature
sensor and a lot more.

Features
Easy to operate

The basic functions are very easy to use with direct access to laps and splits
for all four drivers.

Up to 4 drivers and 9 splits

You can measure lap times for up to 4 drivers with up to 9 splits on each
driver.

Large high resolution display

The large high resolution display will give you a very quick overview.

Huge memory

The big dynamic memory allows up to 1.950 laps or splits. That equals to 48
laps for four drivers with 9 splits each.

Visual feedback

The three powerful LEDs will give visual indication of faster/slower laps and
splits.

Real-time clock

The built-in real-time clock shows time and date in both 12 and 24 hour mode.

Multi-language interface

You can choose your own language for the stop watch user interface. You can
always check uniprolaptimer.com for current languages supported.

Transfer data to a PC

With an optional USB cable you can transfer all data from the stop watch to a
PC.

KeyStrap included

From the hole at the bottom, you can hang UniStop around you neck with the
included unique Unipro KeyStrap.

See pricing and details on uniprolaptimer.com

Unipro UniStop
DURABLE CASING
UniStop is made of
high quality plastic
material.

LED INDICATORS
Indicators for times
compared to the best.

SYMBOLS
Fixed symbols gives
feedback on stop
watch, battery and
keys to use.

HIGH RESOLUTION DISPLAY
The large high resolution display
will give you a quick overview.

TEXT
UniStop talks to you in
your own language!

REAL-TIME CLOCK
Built-in clock shows
current time and date.

SPLIT BUTTONS
One button for each
stop watch. Up to 9
split times per lap.

LAP BUTTONS
One button for each
stop watch. Fast
and easy access.

ARROW BUTTONS
For navigation in menus
and adjustments.

MENU BUTTON
Access the menu
at any time.

HOLE
For KeyStrap.

* Actual size

See pricing and details on uniprolaptimer.com

USB CONNECTOR
Fast access to upgrades and PC
upload.

